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Prediction sequences
in smooth Banach spaces (*)

M. M. RAO

. 

The Institute for Advanced Study,
Princeton, New Jersey, 08540.

SUMMARY. - In this paper, first a general result on the norm convergence
of prediction sequences in abstract Banach spaces satisfying some smooth-
ness conditions is presented. Smoothness here refers to the Fréchet differen-
tiability of norm. If the Banach space is a general function space on a measure
(or probability) space satisfying conditions implying those of the first theo-
rem, then the pointwise a. e. convergence of the above prediction sequence
is also established. Some remarks and illustrations are included to clarify
the generality of the results, and its relations with other work on the problem.

0. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to present two convergence theorems for

prediction sequences in general Banach spaces satisfying certain smooth-
ness conditions. The first result involves the strong (or norm) convergence
and the second, when the Banach spaces are function spaces on a measure
space (i. e. normed Riesz spaces in the sense of W. A. J. Luxemburg and

(*) This work was completed, with a partial support of the NSF grant GP-8777, in
the Fall of 1968 when the author was visiting the Indian Statistical Institute, Calcutta;
and the final version, with minor revisions, is prepared at The Institute for Advanced
Study, Princeton, N. J.
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A. C. Zaanen), relates to the pointwise a. e. convergence. Known work
on this problem, in LP-spaces and in most of the L~-spaces of Orlicz, is sub-
sumed here. Moreover, the abstract treatment clarifies the structure, the
existence and convergence of (non-linear) prediction and approximation
sequence, and the work has independent interest.
Thus the next section contains the notation and preliminaries to be used

later in the abstract formulation of the problem. Then the mean and
pointwise convergence are presented in sections 2 and 3, respectively.
Some illustrative examples and remarks clarifying the generality, and the
related computational problems awaiting solution, are given in the last
section. Hopefully, this work also brings out the linear and non-linear
prediction into focus.

1. PRELIMINARIES

If (~,!!.!!) is ,a Banach (or B - ) space, the following properties, when
present, will be of interest in the present work (notation as in [4] [5]) :

(K) : If K is convex and U is the closed unit ball of ~, then the dia-
meter of (K n tU) tends to zero as t tends to the distance from K
to the origin of ~.

(D): If IE S*, the unit sphere of the adjoint space ~* of ~r, and
Ef 5) == { x : f (x) &#x3E; 1-5 } n U, then the diameter of Ef 5) tends
to zero as 5 ~ 0.

(E): For any convex set K c ~, every sequence { x~ ) c K such that
lim ~xn~ = inf {~x~: xe K } has the property that { xn } is

a Cauchy sequence in ~.
(F): PI has the Fréchet differentiable norm, i. e., if xeS, the unit

sphere of PI, then G(x, y) = lim x + ty~ - 1)/t] exists uniformly

[This is the « smoothness property » of X.]
(H): If~ is rotund ( = strictly convex), { c PI converges weakly

to x, and ~ xnII --+ II x II as n - oo, then II xn - x II ~ 0.

If ~ is a Hilbert space, it has clearly all these properties. It is known more
generally that if PI is uniformly rotund and smooth, then also all these

properties are true for PI, by [14] (see also [4]). The interrelations between
these properties will become clear from the work below.

If M ci X* is a total (or determining) linear subspace, then the M-topo-
logy of X, denoted by M), is defined by the neighborhood system:

N (x : 11’ ..., ~ }
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where e &#x3E; 0, x E PI. It is clear that M) is a locally convex topology
for PI. If M = then the latter is the usual weak topology of PI. If in
the property (H) above, the weak convergence is replaced by the M)-
convergence, and the conclusion still holds, then the resulting property
will be denoted by (HM), in what follows.
The abstract prediction and approximation problems can be stated as:

if C c PI is a closed convex set (determined usually by the « observations »)
and xo (a point to be predicted), then find an x E C, if it exists, such
that II = inf {)) xo - x ~ ~ : x E C }. When it exists, x is called a

predictor (or best approximation) of xo based on C relative to the norm ~.~
of~. If Cn c Cn + 1 c ~, is a filtering sequence of sets as above, and xn E Cn
exists as a predictor of xo, under what conditions does ~ -~ Xoo E C~,
the closed convex hull of Cn, in the norm of If I is moreover a

n

(normed) Riesz space, when can one assert also the pointwise a. e. conver-
gence of this prediction sequence ? These are important questions in the
prediction (and approximation) theory. Solutions to these problems,
under reasonably general conditions, are presented in the next two sections.
Relations between this work and that of the previously known cases is
discussed in the last section.

2. STRONG CONVERGENCE

The main result of this section is the following theorem which gives the
existence, uniqueness and norm convergence of predictors in B-spaces
satisfying some of the conditions of the above-section.

THEOREM 2.1. - Let be a B-space and M c PI* he a norm
determining (or total ) subspace ,for ~’. Let C" C Cn+ 1 be (norm )
closed convex sets and Cao be the closed convex hull of U Cn- Suppose

n

that (i) every bounded sequence in Coo is relatively sequentially 03C3(X, M)-
compact, and (ii) the property (HM). Then, for any xo E X, (a) there
exists uniquely predictors xn E Cn xo, 1  n  ~, and - 0
as n -~ 00. The conditions (i) and (ii) are satisfied (and hence the conclu-
sions (a) and (b) hold) in each of the following « smooth » B-spaces (with
M = ~T*~ : 1

1. B-space such that its adjoint .~’* has (F)
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2. fI is a weakly sequentially complete B-space such that ~’ has (H) and ~’*
is separable.

3. X is a B-space with property (E).
Also each of the cases 1.-3. above implies the reflexivity of ~’.

Remark. - The hypothesis of the first part of the theorem is strictly
weaker than that of 1. to 3. As noted in the last section, there exist certain
non-reflexive Orlicz spaces satisfying the hypothesis of the first part. Since
even Ci can span an infinite dimensional subspace, the prediction theory
has a more general view point than the classical approximation theory
(cf. [2], for the latter).

Proof. - For convenience, the proof will be presented in steps.

I. Let C c XT be a closed convex set satisfying (i) and (ii) of the theorem.
Then for any xo e ~’, there is a unique yo E C such that

For, let , x e C. If xoEC, then take yo = xo. If 

then inf { F(y) : y E C } = d &#x3E; 0 since C is closed. Let { c C be such

that d = lim Then { yn } is bounded and, by (f), it is relatively

sequentially M)-compact. Since C is also M)-closed and hence
the convex closure of the sequentially compact set is complete in
this topology, there exists a convergent subsequence { y"i ~ and a Yo E C
such that - .f(Yo) for all f E M. Hence .f(xo - f (xo - Yo),

M, and so

fEM. (1)

Since M is a determining manifold for X, so that the supremum on the left
side of ( 1 ) .f I ~ 1 gives I yo I I , one has

(2)

Thus yo is a minimal element in C. By (ii), ~’ is rotund and hence so is C.

Consequently, the minimum element in C is also unique.

II. The (unique) minimal elements xn in Cn, 1  n - oo, (i. e. ~ x0 - xn ~
is minimum over Cn), exist and satisfy: ~xn~ - I as n - oo,

where C" are as given in the theorem.
For, since Cn i C~ is a closed subset, it follows that for each n,

Cn satisfies (i) and (ii) since Coo does. So by I, the stated xn E Cn exists.

Let dn = F(xn) = l xo - Xn Then ~ ~ dn + 1 so that dn -~ ~ = F(xoo)’
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To see that there is equality here, let e &#x3E; 0. Since x~ E C~, the closed convex

hull of J Cn, there is an n~ such that n ~ n~ implies the existence of x. e Cn
with !! x~ - x~~  e. But then

(3)

The arbitrariness of e &#x3E; 0 implies the equality: d = d’.

III. The sequence { x", 1  n  ~ } of Step II is 03C3(X, M)-convergent.
For, since { c C~ is clearly bounded, it is relatively 03C3(X, M)-sequen-

tially compact. Hence, as in Step I, there is a y~ E C~ and a subsequence
{ such that - f(y~) for all f E M, so that (cf. (1»,

xo - lim ~ xo - = lim dn; = d, (4)

by Step II. By the rotundity of C~, Yoo = x~. Repeating the argument for
every infinite subsequence, one concludes that each subsequence has the
same limit x~, so that the whole sequence converges to x~ in the M)-
topology, since the latter is Hausdorif.

IV. The sequence { xn, 1 - n  ~ } above satisfies: !! - 0,
as n - oo.

. For, the preceding two steps show that x" -&#x3E; x~ in y(~’, M) and

II Xn II - [ ) oo. By (ii) of the hypothesis, ~ has so that,
by its definition, these two facts imply that !! x,, 2014 - 0, as n - oo.
This proves the first (main) part of the theorem. It remains to establish 1.-3.

V. Proof of 1. By hypothesis X has (F) so that by a theorem of 0160mu-
lian [14], Ei has (D) (cf. definitions in Section 1). However,.for any B-space,
(D) holds if and only if (K) holds and the latter implies reflexivity of the space
(cf. [5], p. 113). Moreover (D) implies (H) for any B-space (cf. [4], p. 90).
This and the fact that, in a reflexive space, bounded sets are relatively
weakly sequentially compact imply (i) and (ii) of the hypothesis with M ==~*.

Proof of 2. Since ~’ has property (H) by hypothesis, conditions (i) and (ii)
hold if X is shown to be reflexive under the present hypothesis (and M = 3r*).
The reflexivity is proved as follows.

Let A c X be a bounded set. If c A is any sequence, and Y
is the closed linear span of {x~}, then its adjoint ci ~* is separable
since ~’* is separable by hypothesis. Hence there is a dense denumerable
set { y,* ~ c Then, by the diagonal process, one may select a conver-
gent subsequence { for all y* e { yn ~ i . But by the density of

ANN. INST. POINCARÉ, B-VIII-4 22
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the latter set in this implies is a Cauchy sequence,
for all y* E fv*. Since any x* E Pl* restricted to fV* determines a y* E 
the preceding statement implies that { x"i ~ ~ is a weak Cauchy sequence
in Pl also. Finally by the weak completeness of lt, there exists an x E ~’
with x*(xni - x) ~ 0, as i - oo, x* E ~*. Since the { x" ~ i is an arbitrary
sequence in A, this implies that A is relatively weakly sequentially compact
and hence, by the Eberlcin-Smulian theorem ([7], p. 430), A is relatively
weakly compact. Taking A as the unit ball it follows that ~’ is reflexive,
by ([7], V. 4.7). Thus 2. is proved.

Proof’ of’ 3. If Pl has (E), then, by ([8], Th. 3), Pl is reflexive and has (H).
Since (F) and (H) are dual in reflexive spaces (cf. [4], p. 90), this means Pl*
has (F) and the hypothesis of 1. is satisfied, and so the conclusion follows.
Note that each case implies reflexivity of ~.

This completes the proof of the theorem.

Alternate proof oj’ 2. The following interesting argument has been pointed
out to me by Professor C. Foia~, after listening to a talk on this material
in Bucarest in May 1969. Since is separable, the ~’* (or weak)-topology
of the closed unit sphere S of XT is a metric topology by ([7], V. 5.2), and only
then. Also the weak sequential completeness of X implies that S is then

a complete metric space. By ([7], V. 5.1), since ~’* is separable, the ~’*
(or weak-star)-topology of S**, the closed unit sphere of ~’**, is a metric
topology. But S** is also compact in the same topology and hence, being
a compact metric space, it is also complete. But the natural embedding
of S in S** is by ([7], V. 4.6). Since S and S** are both complete
metric spaces, it follows that S = S** under the natural embedding. But
this means that ~’(_ ~’**) is reflexive. Since .T has (H), the result follows.

It is of interest to remark that the reflexivity of q; in 2. is false if XT is not
weakly complete. For instance, take ~’ = co, the space of real sequences
converging to zero, so that ~* = li, the space of summable sequences,
which is separable but not reflexive. Thus the following conclusion can be
stated for reference.

PROPOSITION 2.2. - A Banach space with a separable dual is reflexive
if and only if it is weakly sequentially complete.
The preceding special cases yield some further implications extending

the tables of [4] and [8] :

PROPOSITION 2 . 3. - For a Banach space ~’, the following statements are

equivalent : (i) ~’ has (D), (ii) ~’ has (K), (iii) ~’ has (E) (iv) ~’ is reflexive
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and has (H), (v) the adjoint space has (F). moreover, X is separable,
then each of’ the above is equivalent to: (vi) is separable and ~’ is weakly
sequentially complete and has (H).
The proof of this proposition uses a few more properties of metric geo-

metry (cf. [4] [5]), and is similar to the proof of 1., of Theorem 2.1, and will
be omitted. This result shows that the assumptions (i) and (ii) of the theorem
hold also in the cases (i) (ii) and (iv) of the above proposition.
The next section will be devoted to the pointwise convergence of the

sequence { xn, 1  n  ~ } if PI is a (normed) Riesz space on a measure
space.

3. POINTWISE CONVERGENCE

If PI is a Banach function space on a measure space (Q, E, P), then it makes
sense to ask about the pointwise a. e. convergence of the prediction sequence
in addition to norm convergence. The normed Riesz spaces considered in [10]
appear to be the most general spaces, which include the Orlicz (hence Lebes-
gue) spaces, suitable for this purpose. If ~ is the class of measurable scalar
functions on (Q, E, P), then p: is said to be a function norm if

(i) (ii) pW + :::; + P~2) and

(iii) pen = 0 if and only if f = 0, a. e., where, in (i), a is any scalar.

Let LP(E) denote the subspace of f such that LP(E) whenever  00.

When functions a. e. equal are identified and « function » is used to mean
a member of its equivalence class then, with the usual abuse of notation,

becomes a normed linear space and is complete when p satisfies
the triangle inequality for infinite sums in LP, called the Riesz-Fischer

property. A stronger condition sufficient for the present purposes is the

Fatou property: 0  _fn T f a. e., implies p( fn)T p( f ). Then LP(£) is a B-space.
See ([15], Ch. 15), for a good treatment of spaces where they are called
normed Kothe spaces. [In a forthcoming monograph, by W. A. J. Luxem-
burg and A. C. Zaanen, containing an extensive account of these spaces,
they are renamed, as in [10], Riesz spaces.] Thus the Riesz space LP is

complete.
Let p’ : ~ -~ R~, called the associate norm of p, be defined by

//(/)= sup {03A9 |fg|dP: 03C1(g) ~ 1} , (5)

and let p" = ( p’)’, the second associate. It is clear that p’, p" are also
function norms having the Fatou property. It is an important result (of
Halperin-Luxemburg) that, when P is a-finite and p has the Fatou pro-
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perty, p = p" p. 470). This result holds true also when P is a more
general measure (e, g. localizable). On the other hand, p’ (and hence p")
can be trivial (= 0) when P is arbitrary and the above relation may be false.
Since no special properties of P are needed here, p = p" will be assumed
below. This is automatic for the Orlicz (hence Lebesgue) spaces. [The reader
may take P as a probability measure. But the treatment is not really simpli-
fied even with this restriction.]

PROPOSITION 3.1. - Let LP(L) be a R iesz space on a measure space
(Q, E, P), such that p = p". Let f, fi, f2 in Lp(E) be such that f A f f = 0,
j = 1, 2, i. e., f and fj have disjoint supports. 1 f p( f2), then

P(f + fi ) &#x3E;- P( f + .fi )~

Proof. - Since implies p( f + f~) = p( I .f I + I f I ) by the

function norm property of p, the following computation holds.

This completes the proof.
A simple modification of the above proof, together with the closed graph

theorem, shows that the following result is valid.

PROPOSITION 3 . 2. - Let be a Riesz space such that LP(1:) = LP"(E).
Then, for f, fl, f2 as in Proposition 3 .1, p( fl + f ) &#x3E;_ + f) ~for a

unique constant 0  y _ 1 depending only on p. y = 1 implies the Fatou

property of p.
The details will be omitted as this proposition will not be used below.

The main result of this section can now be stated :
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THEOREM 3. 3. - Let Lp(E) be a Riesz space on (Q, E, P) and p = p".
Let {fo, fn, n &#x3E;- 1 } c LP(L) and PAn = ..., fn), the ~-field generated

= c Lp(E). Suppose p is such that the follow-
ing two conditions hold for when M is the closed subspace of 

spanned by all the step functions and 6 where p’ is the

associate norm of p: (i) Lp(E) has (HM), and (ii) n) ~ 0 for every g E M

as An ’" cp, where An e E and N(g) = sup {03A9|fg| dP : /e p( f ) -1 ,
xA being the indicator function of A. Then the .following conclusions hold :
(a) there exists a unique predictor of fo, for each n, (b) h~,) -~ 0
as n - oo, where h~ = is the predictor of fo ; and (c) h" --.. h~,
a. e. [P], provided P has the finite subset property, i. e., P(A) &#x3E; 0 implies the
existence of B c A, B~03A3 and 0  P(B)  (d) condition (ii) is implied
by the ,following one: (ii’) each element g of M has an absolutely continuous
norm, i. e. 0 as An  ~p, A" E E, n -~ 00.

Proof: - Since M c Lp’(E) c (Lp(E))* where the second inclusion is an
isometric imbedding, then it is known (and follows from a standard compu-
tation) that M is norm determining for LP(E) (and so is total for 
If now Cn = 1  n  oo, then this is a sequence of closed convex and

increasing subspaces of LP(E). It follows from the totality of M on LP(L)
and ([10], Thm. 3 . 2) that LP(L) is M)-sequentially complete and hence
so is ~ for each 1 - n - oo. [This can be false if M is replaced by LP’(L)
itself.] From (ii) it follows that, in view of ([10], Th. 5 .1 ), any bounded
sequence of .A 00 is M)-sequentially compact. Since by (i) LP(E)
has (HM), the hypothesis of Theorem 2.1 is satisfied. Consequently, conclu-
sions (a) and (b) follow from that result. Note also that if (ii’) holds, then,
since the Holder inequality implies N(g)  p’(g) for each gEM, the absolute
continuity of p’ on M trivially implies (ii). Thus it remains to prove (c) under
the additional condition that P has the finite subset property. This will
be established in the next three steps by an extension and modification
of the proof of [12] (cf. also [7]). The computations of the latter will also
be clarified.

n

I. Let Ai E i = 1, ..., n, ~ Ai = Q, Ai disjoint. Then for the pre-
dictors hi, ..., hn of f a one has

n

p(.f o - ~i) &#x3E; p(.fo - hn). (7)
i=1 I
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n

Proof of ~ I. Since hn and are in and hn being the closest
i= 1

element of /o in this space, the last inequality of (7) is always true. To
prove the first one, note that

n

fo - 
i= 1

and that ( fo - (fo - hi)xAt = 0 for i # j. Moreover, from the defi-
nition of norm (using p = p") it follows that 03C1(f0~Ai - h1~Ai),
since on is closest to foxAi (and not where is the

trace of Bi on A;. These two statements imply, via Proposition 3 .1, that the
first inequality of (7) is true if n = 2 and the general case follows by iteration
or induction.

k

II. Let i = 1, ..., k with Q, Ai disjoint. If

hn+iXAi’
i= 1

then for any a &#x3E; 0, there is an n~ such that n ~ n~ implies

Plhn - gn, k)  8. (8)

Proof II. Since gn,k, hn +k E + k) and c + k~ k ? 1, (7) implies :

~) ~ P(/o - gn, k) &#x3E; = do. (9)

By (b), and as in Step II of Theorem 2.1, hn -~ hoo in norm and dn -~ do,
as n - oo. Hence p(fo - - do, for each k, as n ~ ~. With this infor-
mation, it will be shown that (gn, k - hoo) --+ 0 in the 6(Lp, M)-topology,
as n - oo so that, by an argument used in the proof of Theorem 2.1, its
norm convergence can be deduced.

Let k be fixed. Since { c and is bounded there, it is relatively
sequentially a(LP, M)-compact. So there exists E A 00 such that a sub-

sequence gni,k - in this topology, as i --+ oo. Since M is total, this

implies (with the preceding result) that

do c  lim gni, k) = do. ( 10)

Hence is also a predictor of f’o in The rotundity of the latter space
(hypothesis (i)) implies that = a. e., and the limit is independent of k.
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Repeating this argument, it follows that gn, k - h~ in a(LP, M) and, by
the (HM)-property, this convergence is also in norm. But by (b), hn - hoo
in norm. So for any k &#x3E;_ 1,

P(hn - gn,k) ~ P(hn - h~) + gn, k) ~ 0, (11)

as n - oo. Hence (8) is true for large enough n.

III. With the additional condition that P has the finite subset property,
hn - h~ a. e. as n - oo. [This always holds if P is a-finite or localizable.]

Proo f of III. The partition ..., Ak) will now be chosen suitably
to prove the result. Let 0  e  1 and 6 &#x3E; 0 be given. Define

&#x3E; 6 ), and for 2   k, let

~, = {c~:! ~ - hn + j I l~) _ ~~ 1 _ ~ ~ i 1, I hn hn + i I (w) &#x3E; 5}.
k

Finally, let Ak + 1 = Q - Then 1 and Ai are disjoint.
On Ak + 1 one has i= I

sup hn+i - inf hn + j - 2~. (12)

Let 0  kl, k2  k and be any set with P(B)  oo and  oo.

Then
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Now letting k - oo, and then k1, k2 ~ cxJ in the above, it follows that

P[ { 03C9: sup hi(03C9) - inf hj(03C9) ~ 203B4 } n a! E 03C1’(~B). (13)

If ho - lim hn - lim hn ~ 0, then { 03C9: h0(03C9) ~ 203B4 } is contained in the
n n

set { } above and so (13) implies:

P[{ e~: 2b ~ n B]  E b ( 14)

Letting e - 0 and then 6 - 0, (14) yields that [~: ho(w) &#x3E; 0] is a locally
P-null set, since B with the given property is otherwise unrestricted.

However, by ([15], p. 257), when P has the finite subset property, every local
P-null set is a P-null set. In this application, if p’(xA)  oo for every P(A)  oo,

then a direct application of ([15], Thm. 2 on p. 257) is possible, and an addi-
tional (easy) argument is needed in the general case (with p = p"). Thus
h" - hOC) a. e., in any case.

This completes the proof of the Theorem.

Remark. - In [12] the prediction sequences were multiplied by a bounded
function in the proof corresponding to Step III above and this has compli-
cated the argument unnecessarily. As seen here in the work of [12], the
bounded function should be taken as unity. Unlike in [12], the LP spaces
admitted in the present work need not even be reflexive, let alone uni-

formly rotund (see the next section). The are determined by the observed

process (fi, ... , ~ f"), and thus ..., f~,), where 4&#x3E;n is a Borel func-
tion of n arguments. In case 4&#x3E;n is restricted to be a linear function and  n
is a linear span of f l, ...,/~? then the corresponding problem is usually
called the linear prediction (or approximation). This is not considered in
this section. In the present context its norm convergence is a consequence
but the pointwise convergence is not. The latter is usually quite difficult

(and may even be false), the Fourier series analysis being a case in point.

4. SOME COMPLEMENTS

A brief comparison of the above results with known work on concrete

spaces will be included here. This will also show the generality and limita-
tions of the present methods.

1. If PI is uniformly rotund and smooth, then the hypotheses of Theo-
rem 2.1 are automatically satisfied (cf. [4] [5]). When X = LP(Q, E, P),
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1  p  oo, P(Q)  oo and X = E, P) [a uniformly rotund Orlicz
space], then not only Theorem 2.1, but the hypothesis of Theorem 3.3
is also satisfied. These cases were initially considered in [7] and [12] using
the uniform rotundity crucially. The needed smoothness properties for
the Orlicz spaces are automatic when they are uniformly rotund (see [11]).

2. If XT = E, P), P(Q)  oo, is an Orlicz space and 4jx) = ) I x log x ~ I
for x ( &#x3E;_ 2, and appropriately defined on [0,2] (cf. [9], p. 24), then the hypo-
theses of Theorems 2.1 and 3.3 are satisfied. The fact that (HM) holds here
is not easy to show, but this was proved in [13]. Since this XT is not reflexive,
it follows that the results of this paper, which subsume this case, are more

general than the previously known cases. L(Q E, P) and P(Q)  oo,

then { h", n &#x3E; 1 } is simply a martingale and the result of Theorem 3 . 3,
in this case, is a consequence of the standard martingale convergence theo-
rem.

3. Using the special nature of L Ð(Q, E, P) when P(Q)  00, it was possible
to prove a more general result in [13] on « C-mean convergence » instead
of the norm convergence to which it reduces when ~ satisfies a growth
condition. This is done even for vector valued processes { /i,/2. -’ - } and
the corresponding hn - h~ a. e. as n - oo was then proved. However,
the present abstract treatment, besides clarifying the structure of the pro-
blem, includes many other cases. An account of the theory of Orlicz spaces
may be found in [9] and the above needed extensions in [11].

4. As regards the vector valued case of [13], the following remark is in
order, and it owes to some correspondence with J. J. Uhl: In ([13], Propo-
sition 2.4), one must suppose the B-space to be reflexive so that the given
six statements are equivalent. If only the B-space is assumed to have the
Lebesgue-Radon-Nikodýn property (as stated there), then one has only
the following implications :

(1) p (2) = (3) =&#x3E; (4) p (6) =&#x3E; (2) and (3) o (5). But (2) =&#x3E; (3) is

not necessarily true, contrary to a remark in [13]. In fact (2) o (3) if and
only if the B-space there is reflexive. However, for the rest of the work,
this additional implication is not needed and only a certain subset of the
(easier) implications, noted above, are used. Thus none of the results of [13]
is affected.

5. Finally, the next all-important problem is the explicit methods of
(or algorithms for) the calculation of the predictors hn for specific spaces.
Except for a non-linear integral equation given in [13], for certain Orlicz
spaces, very little is known about this question. The work of [6] and an
example in [2] indicate that (infinite dimensional) programming methods
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. may be useful here. Also some general procedures of finding the closest
elements in infinite dimensional spaces have been described in [3]. Both
the methods of [3] and [6] appear useful in the considerations of the above-
mentioned problem.
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